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Abstract: The three-axes Doppler sodar Latan-3 operated on an oceanographic stationary platform in 
the coastal zone of the Black Sea in June 2015. The platform is located 450 meters offshore from the 
southern coast of the Crimea Peninsula in the region of Katsiveli (44.39◦N, 33.99◦E). The water depth 
at the site is about 30 meters. The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) typical for the mediterranean 
seas was observed when the wind is from the sea. The physical processes typical for the coastal 
mountain terrain was observed when the wind was from the shore. Complex measurements of the 
ABL parameters were performed using a sodar. Auxiliary measurements of the ABL parameters were 
performed using a temperature profiler and an ultrasonic thermometer-anemometer. Observations 
were made mostly during a fair weather with a pronounced diurnal course of meteorological 
parameters. Sodar data analysis revealed a strong wave activity in the ABL. Internal gravity waves 
with amplitudes of up to one hundred meters were regularly observed in a layered turbulence 
structure under stable conditions. Various forms of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows were observed at the 
interface between the sea breeze and the return flow aloft and in the low level jets.

Keywords: breeze; sodar; atmospheric boundary layer; internal gravity waves; Kelvin-Helmholtz 
billows.15

1. Introduction16

Over the past two decades, several hundred studies of sea breezes were published. It is primarily17

caused by increased interest in wind power, although regional weather events and the spread of air18

pollutants in coastal zones remain important issues. The overwhelming majority of the publications19

are devoted to the numerical modeling (see e.g. [1–7]). At the same time, the number of experimental20

studies of sea breezes in various countries and regions has increased significantly as well. Thus, in21

the USA, recommendations on the development of meteorology for coastal/offshore wind energy for22

the next 10 years were adopted in 2013 [8], which noted the need for “continuous, publicly available,23

multilevel measurements of winds and temperature over offshore waters”.24

A characteristic feature of experimental studies of sea breezes in recent years is the use of25

ground-based remote sensing as a supplement to conventional measurements. The sounding using26

radars [9], sodars [10], and lidars [11] made it possible to carry out studies of the vertical structure of27

sea breeze cells and fronts, encompassing return currents of the air. Ground-based remote sensing28

tools have been used for more than half a century in atmospheric research, and have provided a wealth29

of knowledge about the structure and dynamics of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) in various30
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locations and under various conditions [12]. For studying the lower part of the ABL the sodars, among31

the tools, are particularly suitable [13]. Sodars, along with measurements of wind speed components,32

allow visualizing mesoscale turbulent structures, including internal gravity waves, and determining33

their parameters. Recently, with the help of sodars, wave motions in a stable boundary layer (SBL)34

of midlatitudes [14–17] and in the Antarctic [18,19] were studied; the main types of observed waves,35

their periods and amplitudes were determined. However, until now, in the research of sea breezes36

sodars were used mainly as wind-profilers, without registration of the inner mesoscale structures (see,37

e.g. [20–24]). Only in a few sodar breeze studies some examples of internal gravity waves in breeze38

density currents were shown [25,26].39

At the same time, the model calculations and laboratory experiments indicate a complex mesoscale40

structure of breezes, in particular, the presence of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows (KHB) in the breeze front41

region and in the interfaces between the forward and reverse breeze currents [27–31]. Such wavy42

structures are of considerable interest. First, KHB cause a friction-like force on the upper boundary43

of the air mass that slows the sea breezes inland progression [27,28]. Thus, they can influence the44

exchange processes in the density currents and, therefore, should be taken into account in the numerical45

models. Secondly, wave movements and short-term bursts can directly affect the efficiency of wind46

turbines in offshore farms [32,33]. In addition, high-frequency KHB can cause parasitic resonant47

oscillations of the hubs [34]. The above problems stimulate the study of waves and mesoscale turbulent48

structures in sea breezes.49

This paper presents the results of a study of sea breezes in the northern part of the Black Sea, held50

in June 2015 during a two-week expedition of the A.M. Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics,51

Russian Academy of Sciences. The highly sensitive mini-sodar, Latan-3M, installed on an oceanological52

platform in the offshore zone of the Crimea, served as the main measuring instrument. Note that53

in recent years, great attention has been paid to the sea breezes in the coastal zones of the Black Sea54

[35–39] due to the promising development of wind power in this region, which so far has only a small55

number of wind farms.56

2. Measurement Site and Equipment57

The studies were conducted at an oceanographic stationary platform in the coastal zone of the58

Black Sea in June 2015. The platform, managed by the Marine Hydrophysical Institute, is placed on59

the shelf slope of the southern coast of the Crimea Peninsula (44.39◦N, 33.99◦E, Figure 1(a)). The60

platform’s location at a distance of approximately 450 m from the coast and the water depth about 3061

m make it a unique observational point to collect data in the coastal zone in an area that is usually62

unresolved in remote sensing data sets. The coastline near the measurement site is significantly curved,63

with a small bay to the north. Near the platform (in the vicinity of 500 m), the coast extends from SW to64

NE direction; on a larger scale (up to 10 km), the coastline extends from WSW to ENE. With this shape65

of the coast, the early sea breeze is expected to have a SE direction perpendicular to the nearest coast66

edge, and then turn clockwise during the day due to enlargement and generalization of the breeze67

flow on the coast, and due to the influence of the Coriolis force.68

The described picture, however, does not take into account the topography of the coastal slope,69

which can have a critical effect on the local wind. The platform is located offshore near the coast with a70

steep slope (in average about 200 m per 1 km distance) and a close location of the plateau (Figure 1(c)).71

A topographic profile of the coast extending north from the platform is presented in Figure 1(b). A72

neighborhood of the steep coast could lead to an occurrence of the katabatic and anabatic slope winds,73

which having the same direction as the breeze (during the day from the coast up the slope i.e. from74

sea to land, and at night from the mountain down to the coast, i.e. from the coast to the sea, like the75

night breeze), could ideally lead to a stronger breeze. A small glen runs north from the platform from76

the coast to the edge of the plateau, which can help establish a daily mountain-valley circulation with77

directions from the north at night and from the south during the day. But in general, the complex78

topography of the coast can also lead to the destruction of idealized breeze circulation.79
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1. Experimental site location. (a) Location of the platform. (b) A topographic profile of the coast
extending north from the platform. (c) Coastline topography near the platform. The coastline and the
edge of plateau on the map are outlined with black lines.

Figure 2. General view of the platform (left) and sodar installation routine (right). Photos by Mikhail
Varentsov and Dmitry Kuznetsov.
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A general view of the platform is presented on Figure 2. The platform has several working levels.80

In order to minimize the effect of the platform constructions on measurements, the equipment was81

placed on the upper decks. We used the 3-beam Doppler sodar Latan-3m developed at the A.M.82

Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics (Moscow, Russia) [40]. The sodar was operated with three83

1.2-m dish antennas at sounding frequencies of 1.6-2.2 kHz. The operating mode with frequency-coded84

sounding pulse [41] and the parallel operation of the antennas were used to achieve high temporal85

resolution. The different frequency coding was used for the antennas to avoid cross talk: each antenna86

used an individual set of six frequencies emitted as a series of 50-ms pulses, which resulted in 10-m87

vertical resolution. The antennas were mounted on the iron flooring of the upper deck of the platform88

14 meters above the sea level (a.s.l.), one vertically pointing and two inclined and directed to the open89

sea. Accordingly the lowest sounding level was 24 meters above the sea level. In Latan-3 sodars, the90

echo signal from each sounding is processed separately. The information on instantaneous signal91

and noise intensities and an along-beam radial wind speed component are stored for each of the92

three antennas range gate. During the campaign, the raw echo signals were stored as well for further93

reprocessing, should it be necessary.94

The vertical temperature profiles up to 600 m were measured with a meteorological temperature95

profiler MTP-5 (by Research and Production Organization ATTEX) placed on the level 15 m a.s.l. facing96

the open sea. Near-surface standard meteorological measurements were provided by Vaisala Weather97

Transmitter WXT536 placed on the upper deck of the platform on a small meteorological masts at level98

15 m a.s.l. Two Kipp&Zonen SMP21 pyranometers (280 to 3000 nm) and SGR3 pyrgeometers (4.4 to99

50 µm) were operated on the platform to measure downward and upward shortwave and longwave100

radiation.101

Measurements of meteorological parameters on the coast were carried out using the AIRMAR102

Weather Station, located on the meteorological mast on the roof of the building, 100 meters from the103

shore on the coastal slope. The height of the station above the ground level (a.g.l.) was 10 m, above the104

sea level - 45 m. The weather station was located 650 meters away to the north-west-west from the105

platform (Figure 1(c)).106

3. Results107

Sodar measurements on the platform were carried out in continuous mode from 12 to 22 June108

2015, related measurements were provided most of this time period. The experiment was carried out109

mostly under fair weather conditions, and a pronounced diurnal course of meteorological parameters110

was observed. Predominantly stable and neutral stratification was observed over the sea surface.111

Convective plumes were observed on sodar echograms for less than 20% of time of measurements112

during offshore winds. The average relative humidity was about 70%, the maximum did not exceed113

90%.114

3.1. Diurnal Course of Meteorological Parameters115

Figure 3 shows meteorological time series of synoptic observations and local measurement. The116

periods of cloudy weather were determined from measurements of longwave and shortwave radiation117

(Figure 3(a)), on the basis of method proposed by Marty and Philipona [42]. Variations of the apparent118

emittance due to cloud cover significantly exceed the variations of the clear sky emittance caused by119

variations of air humidity. We used the apparent emittance value as a criterion for determining cloudy120

periods. The threshold value of the emittance between clearsky and cloudy weather was chosen from121

the analysis of the time series of incoming shortwave radiation. In Figure 3 identified time periods of122

cloudy weather are marked by gray bars. The yellow bars indicate time periods of insolation according123

to measured shortwave downward radiation. Cloudy days (12, 17 and 19 June) were excluded from the124

statistics. Time series of air temperature measured at the platform mast 15 m a.s.l., at the onshore mast125

10 m a.g.l. and water temperature are presented in Figure 3(b). Note, that during the entire experiment126

the water temperature did not exceed the air temperature at 15 m a.s.l. Time series of wind direction127
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(a) Irradiance fluxes density

(b) Air and water temperature

(c) Wind speed

(d) Wind direction

Figure 3. Meteorological time series of synoptic observations and local measurement. The gray bars
indicate time periods of cloudy weather. The yellow bars indicate time periods of insolation. (a)
Irradiance fluxes density. (b) Time series of air temperature at the platform mast 15 m a.s.l., at the
onshore mast 10 m a.g.l. and water temperature. (c, d) Time series of wind speed and direction from the
sodar at 50 m a.s.l., the onshore mast at 10 m a.g.l., and of synoptic wind at 10 m a.g.l. from reanalysis.

and speed from the data of sodar measurement and the onshore mast are presented in Figures 3(c)128

and 3(d). Steady west wind was observed daily in the daytime with speed values of up to 12 m s−1 at129

50 m a.s.l. The night wind direction was less steady and generally ranged from the north-west to the130

east, with typical speed values of about 2–3 m s−1 at 50 m a.s.l. A rapid change in wind direction in the131

morning and evening hours was observed daily. The values of geostrophic wind speed and direction,132

calculated from NCEP reanalysis data of sea level pressure are also presented in Figures 3(c) and 3(d).133

During the experiment geostrophic wind direction was predominantly western and ranged from the134

north-west to the south-east. According to a quadrant classification (see e.g. [43,44]) geostrophic wind135

direction was generally from quadrants Q1 and Q3. Scatter plots of wind speed and direction by sodar136

data for all days with fair weather presented in Figure 4. The plots show typical diurnal course of137

wind speed and direction with dominant direction from the north for night hours (from 19 to 7 o’clock)138

and from the west (along the coast) for daytime (from 7 to 19 o’clock).139
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Figure 4. Diurnal time series of wind speed and wind direction from the sodar at 50 m a.s.l. for days
with fair weather.
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Figure 5. Wind roses near surface for days with fair weather. (a, b, c) Wind from platform mast 15 m
a.s.l. (d, e, f) Wind from onshore mast 10 m a.g.l. Left panels correspond roses for all time, middle - for
day hours (07–19 o’clock), right - for night hours (19–07 o’clock).

Wind roses from measurements at the platform and onshore masts for all days with fair weather140

are presented at Figure 5. Wind roses were built for the whole time and separately for day and night141

hours in accordance with the daily change of wind mode. The prevailing wind directions near the sea142

level were from the west (along the coast) and from the north (in the direction of the coastal slope).143

The north wind was typical for night time, west - for day time. Wind from the open sea (from the east)144

was observed sporadically in the morning hours and sometimes at night. The wind from the south145

was rare. The distribution of wind speed and direction according to measurements at the onshore146

mast qualitatively repeats the distribution of winds at the platform, however, a slight shift in the wind147

direction is observable, which can be associated with the orography of the area.148
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Figure 6. Windroses from sodar measurements for days with fair weather. Height levels are given
relative to the sodar antennas placed at 15 m a.s.l.
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(a) June 13 (b) June 20

Figure 7. Time series of vertical profiles of wind speed and direction, which depict a permanent winds
from the north (a) and west (b). Profiles are calculated with 30 minutes averaging.

(a) June 18 (b) June 18

Figure 8. Time series of vertical profiles of wind speed and direction, which depict a volatile wind
direction. Profiles are calculated with 30 minutes averaging.

3.2. Vertical Structure of the Wind Field149

Wind roses from sodar data for various heights are presented in Figure 6. Height levels are given150

relative to the sodar antennas placed at 15 m a.s.l. The distribution of wind speed not significantly151

varies with height; however, there are systematic changes in the distribution of wind directions.152

Western winds, pronounced on the wind roses for daytime, turn clockwise with increasing altitude153

(which corresponds to the effect of Coriolis force). For night distribution, changing with height154

rather corresponds to the situation with a return breeze flow at heights above 100 m: the proportion155

of northern winds decreases with height and the fractions of winds with directions differing from156

northern one increase. At an altitude of 300 meters, the northern winds almost disappear. The change157

with height is not pronounced as one would expect in the case of classical breeze circulation. Southern158

winds are rare at all heights. It is important to note that the sodar wind rose at 300 m is not fully159

representative, since the altitude range of sounding depends significantly on meteorological conditions,160

and wind speed data at 300 m were available for less than 30% of the time, mainly for winds from the161

shore.162

Figures 7 and 8 show examples of time series of vertical profiles of wind speed and direction163

characterizing the typical vertical structure of the wind field. Profiles are calculated with 30 minutes164

averaging. Examples of regular and stable wind conditions are presented in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows165
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(a) June 13

(b) June 14

Figure 9. Two episodes of KHB observation in the nocturnal boundary layer under the north wind
(offshore) near the sea surface, and a return flow aloft (onshore). For each episode left panels
present vertical profiles of wind speed and direction, right panels present return signal in height–time
coordinates (echograms), colors show the relative intensity of sodar return signal. Profiles are calculated
with 30 minutes averaging. Note the opposite orientation of the billows in the lower and upper parts
of the echogram in episode (a).

profiles for the situation of northern wind near the sea surface at night. The wind direction changes166

from the north (offshore direction) to the east (onshore direction) with the height passing through167

a minimum at an altitude of about 100 m. Both clockwise and counterclockwise (by 270 degrees)168

rotations are presented. The lower part of the profiles corresponds to the picture of a low-level jet (LLJ)169

stream with a maximum speed of about 3–4 m s−1, located below the sounding range. Figure 7(b)170

shows an example of a steady west wind observed in the daytime. Wind direction almost does not171

change with height. The wind speed profile corresponds to a LLJ stream with a maximum wind speed172

of up to 11 m s−1 located below 50 meters. In the absence of a steady western wind, frequent changes173

in the wind direction near the sea surface by 90 degrees or more were observed. In this case, as a174

rule, the change in wind direction did not occur simultaneously at different heights, forming volatile175

vertical profiles, characterized by significant vertical wind shears. Figure 8 shows profiles series for176

cases of changing of the wind direction near the sea surface, accompanied by rotation of the wind with177

height.178

3.3. Observation of Wave Structures in Shear Flows179

Under stable ABL stratification, the presence of vertical wind shear in the layer can lead to the180

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and cause the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows (KHB). During the181

experiment such turbulent structures in the form of braids or inclined stripes were regularly observed182

in sodar echograms. Sodar return signal is proportional to structural parameter C2
T in the inertial183

interval [45], and therefore can be considered as a measure of turbulence. Figures 9 and 10 show184

examples of such observations. Figure 9 shows a series of wind speed and direction profiles, and sodar185

echograms for two episodes of observation of KHB in the nocturnal boundary layer under the north186
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(a) June 18

(b) June 18

Figure 10. KHB episodes observed by sodar matching the temperature stratification (bottom left panels)
and vertical velocity field (bottom right panels). Wind profiles are calculated with 30 minutes averaging.
Temperature profiles are calculated with 60 minutes averaging.
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wind near the sea surface, changing to the east direction (onshore) with height. In the cases presented,187

in the lower layer of up to 100 m, there is a negative wind speed shear (about 4 m s−1 per 100 m) in188

the presence of LLJ with a maximum below the sounding range. In the field of scattered signal in the189

lower turbulent layer, wave structures are observed in the form of braid tilted to the right. Time period190

of observed structures was about 2 minutes, which equals (corresponding to the Taylor hypothesis191

of frozen turbulence) about 250 m to the space period. On the echogram in Figure 9(a) KHB in the192

form of braid tilted to the left are observed in the layer with a positive wind speed shear above the193

level of the minimum wind speed. The quazi period of the KHB is about 3–5 min (400–600 m) and the194

double amplitude of the wave (equal to thickness of the wavy layer) is about 150 m. Such shapes with195

the opposite inclination of the braids correspond to the typical KHB structures in shear flows with196

different signs of shear [46].197

Kelvin-Helmholtz billows can lead to an increase in vertical heat and mass transfer due to the198

generation of turbulence [47]. Indirectly, the degree of vertical exchange can be judged by a vertical199

velocity field. Figure 10 shows examples of matching of the echograms with the registration of KHB200

structures on sodar echograms with the two-dimensional fields of vertical velocity. A series of vertical201

profiles of wind speed and direction by sodar and temperature profile by the profiler are also presented202

in Figure 10. Dry adiabats are shown to estimate temperature stratification. Figure 10(a) shows a203

matching for the case of wind direction changing from west to east with height. Two wave layers can204

be observed. In the lower layer up to 150 m with a negative wind shear (about 2 m s−1 per 100 m) a205

wavy structure is observed as a series of quasi-periodic stripes inclined to the right, in the upper layer206

from 150 m to 300 m with a positive shear (about 2 m s−1 per 100 m) - as stripes tilted to the left. Time207

period of observed structures was about 2 minutes, which equals to a space period of about 250 m.208

In the fields of vertical velocity presented, alternating areas of ascending and descending flows are209

visible matching the shape of turbulent structures in the field of the sodar return signal. Figure 10(b)210

shows a matching for the case of a complex KHB structure in several layers with time periods from 1211

to 3 minutes.212

For comparison, Figure 11 shows echograms and vertical wind speed fields for the case of low213

level of turbulence (surface turbulent layer is lower than the sodar sounding range) with the wind214

from the sea (Figure 11(a)) and the case of intense convection brought by the north wind from the land215

(Figure 11(b)).216

4. Discussion217

During the experiment, a pronounced daily course of the wind field was observed, also218

accompanied by various sporadic changes in the wind direction near the sea surface. The experiment219

did not observe the breeze circulation in the “pure” form. Cases of a violent change in wind direction220

with height similar to breeze return flow pattern were observed rarely enough. Usually such episodes221

were lasting no more than 3 hours, and the wind direction in the return flow was volatile. A steady222

west wind observed in the daytime (and sometimes at night, for example, 17 June from 0 to 7 o’clock),223

changes direction slightly and has a maximum speed of 12 m s−1 (at 50 meters a.s.l.) which is difficult224

to explain with a pure breeze circulation. Most likely, multiple factors acted simultaneously: thermal225

pressure gradient, synoptic wind, and orographic features of the coast. When geostrophic wind226

direction is from quadrants Q1 or Q3, the daytime thermal pressure gradient should lead to an increase227

of along-shore component of near-surface wind (W–SWW in our case). Geostrophic wind from Q1 is228

also favorable for the development of “corkscrew” sea breeze [28,43]. Nocturnal offshore wind flow229

accompanied by a change of direction to the east (from the open sea sector) at an altitude of about 200230

m can be conditionally attributed to the enhance of the night breeze by the katabatic flow. The night231

wind flow was less steady and noticeably weaker then the daytime wind, and had a typical speed232

values of about 2–3 m s−1 at 50 m a.s.l. Sometimes wind direction from the east was observed on the233

platform, when the north wind was observed at the onshore mast.234
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(a) June 19

(b) June 21

Figure 11. Episodes representing low turbulence (a) and convection (b) conditions. Wind profiles are
calculated with 30 minutes averaging. Temperature profiles are calculated with 60 minutes averaging.
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Comparison of the wind direction and speed in the lower part of the ABL with wind data for235

this site described in literature [35,48] shows that the observed pattern of wind distribution is quite236

representative for this area in summer season. Numerical modeling of the breeze for this region [37]237

gives average values of the wind speed about 1–2 m s−1 and SW and NE direction for the day and238

night breeze respectively, at time of maximum development for summer season. The simulated wind239

velocity fields demonstrate that in the region of the Southern coast of the Crimean peninsula, the day240

and night breezes over the sea are primarily determined by small-scale inhomogeneities of the coast241

and by adjacent mountains. The day breeze is blocked by quite high Crimean mountains, and the242

night breeze has the character of a katabatic flow from the mountain range. It has also been shown that243

the night breeze, on the whole, has less power than the day breeze due to lower temperature gradients.244

However, the spatial resolution of the modeling results presented in [37] is too low (about 0.02 degrees)245

for a detailed comparison with the observational data.246

The shape and structure of the KHB observed in the shear flows during the experiment coincide247

with the previous studies of KHB described by the authors [49,50]. The periods of the waves are248

consistent with the results of sodar observations of breezes in [26]. The cases of simultaneous249

observation of two wave layers with different inclination of KHB is similar to those described in250

paper [51], but with the opposite orientation of the tilts. Note that the KHB were observed in the form251

of short (merely several periods of wave) trains in contrast to KHB in low-level jet streams over a252

uniform land, where KHB trains of several hours were observed [15]. This corresponds to the overall253

strong and rapid variability of the mesoscale sea breeze pattern recorded in our experiment.254

Violent changes of wind direction with height have a significant effect on the stability of255

stratification in the layer due to shear instability. The wide variety of observed wind speed and256

direction profiles and their frequent and unpredictable change make it difficult to predict dynamical257

stability conditions. Statistical analysis of long time series of remote sensing observations, organized258

with regard to local features of the coastline, is necessary for their description. To assess the effect of259

synoptic conditions, an analysis of long time series of continuous observations is also necessary.260

5. Conclusions261

For the first time, sodar measurements of ABL parameters were carried out in the coastal zone of262

the northern part of the Black Sea. During 10 days in June 2015, the three-axis Doppler sodar operated263

on a stationary oceanographic platform located at a distance of 450 m from the coastline. This made264

it possible to investigate vertical profiles of wind speed and direction, as well as mesoscale wave265

structures in the sea breeze flows.266

Steady west wind was observed daily in the daytime with speed values of up to 12 m s−1 at 50 m267

a.s.l. The night wind was less steady and noticeably weaker, with typical speed values of about 2–3268

m s−1 at 50 m a.s.l. A rapid change in wind direction in the morning and evening hours was observed269

daily. Return air flow aloft was rarely observed at altitudes of 200-300 m. A characteristic feature of270

the winds in the studied area was a typical difference of about 90◦ between night and day near-surface271

flows. The main direction of the daytime wind at all heights was from the SW–W sector. The night272

wind did not blow from the opposite direction, but from the N–NE sector, rarely from NW–N. The273

night wind was mainly determined by the katabatic air flow from the slopes of the coastal mountain274

range.275

A visual analysis of sodar echograms revealed many episodes of wave activity in the ABL over276

the coastal zone. A short trains of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows in the form of braids were observed277

usually at dawn in the upper part of the onshore sea breeze flow, i.e. at altitudes where the wind speed278

fell with altitude. The KHB periods were 2–4 min. In some cases, the KHB with periods of 7-–8 min279

were also observed in the lower part of the return flow, in layer with a positive the wind speed shear.280

The inclination of billows in the lower and upper flows was opposite.281

Based on our short-term measurements, the coastal strip of the studied area seems to be unsuitable282

for the wind energy use, due to the low mean wind speed, its strong variability and the strong283
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intermittency of mesoscale and wave structures in the turbulence and wind speed. However, for284

comprehensive inference, long-term experimental studies in different seasons are needed.285
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